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I’m delighted to introduce the first revision to this booklet on Business 

Continuity Management (BCM) which was first published in 2013. It can be 

used by Brokers for their own business or that of our clients.

Many businesses who suffer a major fire or other disaster never entirely recover 

losing orders, contracts, key employees and indeed, many go out of business 

resulting in lost jobs and services to the community. Moreover disruptions or 

crises can arise from a plethora of causes other than the traditional hazard 

issues, particularly in the Digital and Social Media areas.

The purpose of BCM is to minimise the operational, financial, legal, 

reputational and other material risks arising from such a disaster and to help 

businesses restore normal regular operations in the shortest possible time.

I hope you and your clients find this booklet useful.

Cathal Lowe,

President of Brokers Ireland
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SCOPE AND PURPOSE

This booklet is intended to give brokers basic guidance on the subject of 
Business Continuity Management (BCM) whether applied to your own business 
or that of your clients.

Some of the typical reasons for taking an interest in this subject are:

BUSINESS CONTINUITY & RESILIENCE

BCM as a system does not sit on 
its own but is a component of risk 
management which specifically 
addresses “disruption related 
risk” a term used by our cousins 
down under in standard AS/
NZS 5050:2010, see Fig 1 
RELATIONSHIP OF TREATMENTS 
FOR DISRUPTION-RELATED RISK

BCM in the context of risk 
management in general.

• Planning to minimise disruption to your own 
business, developing resilience and securing your 
future

• Your client seeks risk advice on the subject 
of BCM. Perhaps it is an Insurance company 
requirement or recommendation or their 
customer(s)/regulator has asked them for evidence 
of continuity planning

• You are broking Business Interruption (BI) 
Insurance and want to understand the relationship 
between BCM and BI Insurance

• What is Business Continuity Management BCM?
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In other words, it tells us what to do when something happens which is not part of routine 
or normal management. So to explain, let’s say you are a financial house who is subject to 
regular hacking attacks then this should be addressed by routine risk control as it is happening 
regularly and likely to continue. Something like a flood however may not have occurred in 
many years and may not even directly affect your premises but could hinder access/egress or 
the supply chain (e.g. your supplier cannot fulfil order due to flood at their premises) resulting 
in a significant disruption to some or all of your critical functions. It is also important to point 
out that the BCM plan needs to be good for unidentified or unexpected events/exposure such 
as the ash cloud from the unpronounceable Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 which 
had a serious impact on air travel throughout Europe.

We could say that typically BCM focusses on the events with low probability but high potential 
impact and it particularly focusses on what to do post event, i.e. dealing with the emergency/
crisis and the consequent business recovery stages as illustrated below.

BCM in the context of risk management in general.  

BCM as a system does not sit on its own but is a component of risk management which specifically 

addresses “disruption related risk” a term used by our cousins down under in standard AS/NZS 

5050:2010    see Fig 1 RELATIONSHIP OF TREATMENTS FOR DISRUPTION‐RELATED RISK 

 

In other words, it tells us what to do when something happens which is not part of routine or normal 

management. So to explain, let’s say you are a financial house who is subject to regular hacking 

attacks then this should be addressed by routine risk control as it is happening regularly and likely to 

continue. Something like a flood however may not have occurred in many years and may not even 

directly affect your premises but could hinder access/egress or the supply chain (e.g. your supplier 

cannot fulfil order due to flood at their premises) resulting in a significant disruption to some or all 

of your critical functions. It is also important to point out that the BCM plan needs to be good for 

unidentified or unexpected events/exposure such as the ash cloud from the unpronounceable 

Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 which had a serious impact on air travel throughout Europe. 

 

 

We could say that typically BCM focusses on the events with low probability but high potential 

impact and it particularly focusses on what to do post event, i.e. dealing with the emergency/crisis 

and the consequent business recovery stages as illustrated below.  

Fig. 2 BCM STAGES POST EVENT  

 

 

It is important however to stress that the process of Business Continuity Planning BCP is likely to 

highlight many opportunities for preventative measures which will essentially do away with the need 

to invoke the plan. Why plan only for the aftermath of a possible event when you can actually do 

something in advance to mitigate or prevent disruption. At a very simplistic level it might mean 

having 2 suppliers prequalified rather than dependence on one only, so that in the event of 

disruption with one, supply is not significantly disrupted. Another example would be increasing the 

fuel supply for a generator so that you have longer run time in the event of power failure where you 

need to maintain critical functions over an extended period. Some of these solutions to potential 

disruptions can be relatively low cost but have profound effects on safeguarding reputation and the 

business in general. 

You may be a relatively small business but you are supplying a component into a major 

manufacturer who will want to have confidence in the ongoing supply of that component, and in 

turn the raw materials that go into that component. People may recall in the mid 90’s the 

considerable shortfall in computer chips following the Kobe earthquake in Japan, which seriously 

effected downstream manufacturers some more than others and particularly those without 

contingencies.  And remember that history has a habit of repeating itself. There is already 

speculation that chips will be in short supply following a fire in a Chinese manufacturing plant in 

September 2013. This at a time when supply is tight and prices high. 

 

Current standards and developments 

Although there is generally no compunction to certify to a particular standard or guide, the 

attainment of certification will be at least interesting for some, particularly those companies wishing 

to show resilience in supply chain.  

For others a standard will be a good reference point .It is most likely that those seeking certification 

will follow the recently published (2012) international standard ISO 22301 Business Continuity 

Management Systems. This standard  

Fig. 2 BCM STAGES POST EVENT
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It is important however to stress that the process of Business Continuity Planning is likely to 
highlight many opportunities for preventative measures which will essentially do away with 
the need to invoke the plan. Why plan only for the aftermath of a possible event when you can 
actually do something in advance to mitigate or prevent disruption. At a very simplistic level 
it might mean having 2 suppliers prequalified rather than dependence on one only, so that in 
the event of disruption with one, supply is not significantly disrupted. Another example would 
be increasing the fuel supply for a generator so that you have longer run time in the event of 
power failure where you need to maintain critical functions over an extended period. Some of 
these solutions to potential disruptions can be relatively low cost but have profound effects on 
safeguarding reputation and the business in general.

You may be a relatively small business but you are supplying a component into a major 
manufacturer who will want to have confidence in the ongoing supply of that component, 
and in turn the raw materials that go into that component. People may recall in the mid 
90’s the considerable shortfall in computer chips following the Kobe earthquake in Japan, 
which seriously affected downstream manufacturers some more than others and particularly 
those without contingencies. And remember that history has a habit of repeating itself. 
There is already speculation that chips will be in short supply following a fire in a Chinese 
manufacturing plant in September 2013. This at a time when supply is tight and prices high.

CURRENT STANDARDS AND DEVELOPMENTS

Although there is generally no compunction to certify to a particular standard or guide, the 
attainment of certification will be at least interesting for some, particularly those companies 
wishing to show resilience in supply chain.

For others a standard will be a good reference point. It is most likely that those seeking 
certification will follow the recently published (2012) international standard ISO 22301 
Business Continuity Management Systems. This standard “specifies requirements to plan, 
establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and continually improve a documented 
management system to protect against, reduce the likelihood of occurrence, prepare for, respond to 
and recover from disruptive incidents when they arise”.

Many companies will have followed the British standard BS 25999 however this is now 
superseded by ISO 22301. It is notable that all the core requirements of BS 25999 are 
in 22301, so transition to the more recent and wider recognised standard should not be 
difficult. The Australian New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 5050:2010 already mentioned in the 
introduction is also of interest but less likely to be certified in this hemisphere. Since 2012 
a further standard related to BCM has come into play i.e. ISO 22316:2017 Security and 
resilience which provides guidance to enhance organizational resilience for any size or type of 
organization. Like 22301 it is not specific to any industry or sector.
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For the moment ISO 22301 seems to offer an appropriate management system framework 
and we would expect that for the near future only those companies who have mature BCM 
systems would contemplate adopting the newer standard. Notably, the BCM standard already 
incorporates aspects of resilience, requiring plans to include both tolerance (maximum 
acceptable outage) and resilience safety margin (recovery time objective).

It is important that there is very sound business reasons for certification and that the system 
serves the organisation rather than being a slave to the system. Many organisations will be well 
served with a functional BCM system without the need for certification. Having cognisance of 
and using the language of the standard ( which ever one is chosen) makes a lot of sense in 
terms of; the possibility of future certification and communicating with stakeholders including 
customers, prospects, insurers, vendors, the authorities and those seeking internal assurance 
of good governance.

WHY BCM?
At a domestic level are you the kind of person who keeps a spare key for the car or the 
house and knows how to get it? Have you backed up all the contacts on your mobile phone? 
(Contingency Planning or Business Recovery) Do you keep a torch or candles in a place 
you can get it when there is a power cut? Is your smoke alarm working? Are the batteries in 
good order? Have you thought about a basic fire drill in your home? (Emergency Planning). 
Do you keep a list of important contacts should a crisis arise? Have you thought about what 
you will say telling the wife or husband that you have just written off the new car? (Crisis 
Communication and Management).

Let’s now look at examples in each of the BCM phases which illustrate the need for planning 
and resilience.

Emergency Planning. Belfast sports centre fire in the 70s involving ignition of gym mats 
6 Fatalities A passing member of the public made the first call to the fire brigade. The 
receptionist had been told not to call the fire brigade until explicitly told to do so by the 
centre manager, who forgot because he was engrossed with trying to evacuate people from the 
building. Somebody with the right intentions but the wrong plan in the circumstances. Pre-
agreed roles and responsibilities are simple but must be developed and practised. Motivated 
volunteers – coordination – practice – clear roles – what to do and what not to do – are all 
necessary ingredients for successful emergency planning.

Crisis Management and Communication. There have been numerous headline grabbing,
embarrassing and reputation damaging examples of poor crisis communication. I can think of 
one example where a broking house having unintentionally damaged a construction products 
client in a marketing newsletter in a technical article on fire performance, went on to damage 
another client in a competing business by issuing a contrary commentary in the subsequent 
edition of the same newsletter. It took a lot of effort to make up to both clients. Luckily for 
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the broker it was in the days before social media took off. In other words the first crisis was 
absolutely exacerbated because of a knee jerk reaction. A good crisis management plan 
would entail a methodical and analytical approach with the meeting of a predetermined group 
to respond. There are plenty of case study examples of how best to react to a crisis on the 
internet and in particular how to utilise social media to communicate and respond. Search the 
horse meat scandal of 2013 for both good and bad examples of crisis communication.

Business Recovery. One thing is for sure, Risk Management, Resilience and Continuity are 
not recent phenomena despite what is being peddled in the business news. After all banks 
exercised far more caution in the past and would have had appropriate solvency ratios. An 
industry which would have practised such continuity planning over a hundred years ago, in a 
very practical way was Whiskey Distilleries. A site would have a range of detached warehouses 
each having distilled whiskey from different years. Unlike some modern facilities where the 
entire product is stored within one roof to attain efficiencies at the price of contingency. 
In recent times I was working with a charity organisation who had installed flood defences 
following flood damage in a basement area. They had continued however to site their main 
server in an annexe room at first floor level with a flat roof which was also exposed to the 
threat of water ingress and break in. The question for them was do they upgrade the in-house 
facility or provide an off-site or cloud facility. A flood outside the facility, an epidemic or other 
event might mean the premises were inaccessible so from a resilience perspective the off-site 
solutions were more attractive.

Now I am halfway through this booklet, am I confident that what I have written is adequately backed 
up? I am just about to do that.

Key Benefits of BCM

Just before describing the detail of how to implement BCM in any detail it makes sense to look 
at some clear benefits:

• It provides the organisation with a degree of comfort that they will survive through an 
unexpected disruption. Would you travel on a ferry without a life boat?

• Supports Business Interruption placement i.e. Better cover at a better price.

• Helps Identify exposures.

• Reduce bottlenecks and uncertainty.

• Provides assurance to internal and external stakeholders.

• Gives you competitive advantage.

• Protects reputation.

• Helps you sleep better (have you ever gone to bed wondering did I plug out that 
appliance or lock the back door).
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Stages one and two Identification, Evaluation and Assessment

1. Business Impact Analysis BIA.
The BIA is the foundation stone for the entire plan. As in all systems or plans if you have not 
assembled the facts and analysis you will always be working in the dark.
Here we identify the critical business functions and their dependencies. For each  function we 
determine how long before the business is seriously impacted. The timeline can be from hours 
to months. Think people, buildings, infrastructure, equipment, software and data. The results 
give us a clear picture of the priority functions and their dependencies.

From experience the following pointers should help in carrying out this first stage of the plan.

• Do carry out a site survey of the vital or representative location. This will highlight physical 
issues such as location of vital utilities and their exposures. e.g. main switchroom and 
generator in basement subject to flood damage.

• Engage with the people who know the business it will be they who have to operate the 
plan.

• Do try to understand the business holistically (may need outside help).
• Don’t just focus on particular scenarios – only use them to stimulate thought and 

consequent feedback in fact do a workshop to develop scenarios then throw in several 
others to make the point. Plans need to be focussed on WHAT needs to be done if a 
resource is unavailable, regardless of HOW it occurs. Think social media v fire.

The approach to BCP follows the usual Plan DO Check Act Mantra of 
management systems

Now that we have explained the why and 
what of BCM let us now describe an outline 
approach to its implementation i.e. the 
business continuity plan. I have broken this 
into 5 stages.

 

Now that we have explained the why and what of BCM let us now describe an outline approach to 

its implementation ie, the business continuity plan. I have broken this into 5 stages. 

 

Stages one and two identification, evaluation and assessment 

1. Business Impact Analysis BIA.  

The BIA is the foundation stone for the entire plan. As in all systems or plans if you have not 

assembled the facts and analysis you will always be working in the dark. 

Here we identify the critical business functions and their dependencies. For each function we 

determine how long before the business is seriously impacted. The timeline can be from hours 

to months. Think people, buildings, infrastructure, equipment, software and data. The results 

give us a clear picture of the priority functions and their dependencies. 

 

From experience the following pointers should help in carrying out this first stage of the plan. 

• Do carry out a site survey of the vital or representative location. This will highlight physical 

issues such as location of vital utilities and their exposures. e.g main switchroom and 

generator in basement subject to flood damage. 

• Engage with the people who know the business it will be they who have to operate the  

plan 

• Do try to understand the business holistically (may need outside help). 

• Don’t just focus on particular scenarios – only use them to stimulate thought and 

consequent feedback in fact do a workshop to develop scenarios then throw in several 

others to make the point. Plans need to be focussed on WHAT needs to be done if a 

resource is unavailable, regardless of HOW it occurs. Think social media v fire 

• Remember disasters are infinite whilst resources are finite 

• Make sure you have senior management commitment before collecting information. 

Mandate and commitment. Explain the WHY? Send out BIA questionnaire with signature of 

senior manager  

• Educate and motivate the “filler outers”. Make your case. Explain the process. 

COMPONENTS OF THE BCP

The five phases
of implementation
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• Remember disasters are infinite whilst resources are finite.
• Make sure you have senior management commitment before collecting information. 

Mandate and commitment. Explain the WHY? Send out BIA questionnaire with signature 
of senior manager.

• Educate and motivate the “filler outers”. Make your case. Explain the process.
• Design a form that can be easily understood and one that can be easily copied to a 

spreadsheet. Software solutions may be appropriate in that they automate the process and 
move you from a spreadsheet to a database with more reliability and functionality.

• Compile a list of all priorities and then cross or sanity check this with group. Be aware of 
‘How important is MY area syndrome’.

• IT departments often build solutions just for IT failure and assume this provides their 
organisation with a business continuity management capability, ‘tail wagging the dog’.

2. Scenario or Threat Assessment.
Look at events that might occur e.g. flood, fire, no access to premises, loss of personnel 
and cybercrime or corruption. This will give an opportunity to address weaknesses ahead of 
disruption and also highlight the necessity for the plan to follow which must cater for any 
disruption whether identified in advance or not. Larger companies are likely to have a risk 
register where they have already compiled and analysed a list of risks or threats. It will be 
useful to review the register in in this context to avoid duplication and in particular look at 
those risks which have high potential impact but are adjudged to have low probability. Be 
sure though for this exercise to think laterally or outside the box or the location itself. Look 
at outside suppliers and the neighbouring area. A simple example would be a fire in an 
adjoining property which prevents access to your premises and or results in the destruction 
of vital comms connections. A flood at a nearby bridge may make the route to your premises 
impassable for an extended period.

Stages Three to Five the Plan Itself.

3. Emergency Planning

Addresses the blue light issues (rescue and evacuation) with Drills and straightforward 
procedures. It is essential that there is a clear understanding of when an emergency becomes 
a crisis i.e. when will the situation require escalation to stage 4 below. A well rehearsed and 
designed emergency plan may well stave off what could otherwise be a crisis. The surgical 
isolation of electrical equipment in the event of fire or flood may limit downtime and damage, 
and aid quick resumption of critical operations. Failure to plan for an emergency will inevitably 
see it escalate to crisis stage. A simple example may be the moving of sensitive computer 
equipment to higher level following a flood alert. The emergency response team leader must
know when it is time to consider the crisis management phase of the plan and should at an 
early stage inform the crisis management leader who will make a call based on the information 
provided. It is very useful to have an invocation chart which should contain prompts to 
determine whether escalation is necessary. These prompts or criteria should have been 
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developed in advance e.g. IT systems/Comms will be down for more than half an hour – Serious 
injury sustained - Fire Brigade called.

4. Crisis Management and Communication

How will you communicate with all of the stakeholders, staff, next of kin, customers, 
authorities etc. You will need to identify an alternative location as a command centre and for a 
small business this could be a hotel or partner. Remember the following key points;

• Perception is Reality
• Concentrate on Causes, Consequences, Solutions
• During a crisis of your own making, denial and defensive strategies become inappropriate
• Listen carefully to stakeholders and media
• Gauge public opinion and respond

There is only one reason why you would want to talk to media - To get your message across.

There is only one reason why journalists want to talk to you - To get a good story.

Several good examples of crisis communication plans can be found on the Internet. Use a Web 
search engine and type in “crisis communication plan.” The website for the Canadian Centre 
for Emergency Preparedness (http://www.ceep.ca/) provides a draft crisis communication 
plan that you can download and tailor to your organisation. A typical contents list for a larger 
organisation might contain the following

Table of Contents 1. Purpose, Intent 2. Crisis Defined 3. Scope 4. General Objectives 
a. Prepare for Crisis b. Organized Communication Plan c. Review Effectiveness and Install 
Improvements 5. Public Relation Objectives 6. Pre-Crisis Preparation Steps a. Selection of 
Spokesperson b. Selection of Information Manager c. Selection of Communication Channels 
d. Employee Crisis Communication Training e. Gather Contact Information f. List of Leaders 
g. Distribute Crisis Communication Plan 7. During Crisis a. Where to Direct Crisis Inquiries 
b. Assessment of Situation c. Preparation for Public Release d. Release of Information 
to Publics e. Continuing Communication f. Conclusion of Crisis 8. Review of Crisis & 
Improvements to Plan 9. Appendixes a. List of Roles and Contact b. List of Communication 
Channel c. Information Collection Form d. Sample Press Release

You will need to have a toolkit of material readily available at the command centre e.g. 
Incident log- prepared prompts or statements – contact lists for authorities, customers, 
suppliers – next of kin. Nowadays it may be sufficient to have many of these electronically (as 
long as it is backed up and accessible) but headed stationery and some basic office supplies 
and hard copy plans will also be useful in advance. A version of the crisis plan should ideally 
be available to and carried with the crisis management team. There are now of course incident 
management software that allows the team to follow the crisis virtually when they cannot 
actually be on site.
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In respect of using or responding to social media the following pointers should help
• Organisation, Roles & Responsibilities. Think about who needs to do what. Who will Tweet, 

who will update Facebook and other sites, who will update situation maps, who will they 
be shared with?

• Ensure that proper training is put in place so that staff know how to use the tools and 
provide regular opportunities to test.

• Who will monitor? Remember that leveraging social media also involves listening to what 
is going on in the community. Consider also how the listeners will engage with the wider 
team, how will they share their intelligence?

• Create dedicated social media accounts for incident communication – don’t use the 
day to day accounts for anything other than pointing to the correct accounts to follow 
in an emergency. Using the accounts you use on a daily basis can confuse or obscure 
your message. It also leaves recipients of posts to sift through messages in order to find 
information related to a specific incident.

5. Business Recovery

This section relies heavily on the information gleaned in stage 1 BIA and sets out the recovery 
action for maintenance of the critical functions in the event of interruption e.g moving to an 
alternative location with back up equipment, which could be as simple as using a laptop(s) 
with access to back up data.

The following are examples of what you might consider from an IT perspective:
• A backup and data recovery strategy, including off-site storage and the cloud. (Remember 

however those remote sites can also be hit so apply the same levels of scrutiny and 
security).

• The development of a resilient IT infrastructure with redundancies (spare capacity) in case 
of failure. For example, mirrored central server computers sited in different locations, so 
that if one fails the other one is available to ensure continuity of service.

• The elimination of single points of failure, such as a single power supply.
• Manual systems that can be used until IT services are restored.
• Agreeing with another business to use each other’s premises in the event of a disaster. 

Arranging to use IT services and accommodation provided by a specialist third-party 
standby site.

• Don’t forget mobile and fixed landline communications. Can one back up the other?
• Think of how you may use the web and social media or what contingency you have if your 

web page fails.

With equipment you may wish to:
• keep critical spare parts in fire/flood safe location
• Retain drawings or even photos or videos of complex set ups
• Maintenance contract with fast call out
• Maintain Contact details for suppliers of new or secondhand equipment
• Remember some equipment depends heavily on IT systems and should be treated 

accordingly - refer IT points in para above
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Utilities and infrastructure
• Alternative power sources e.g generators and fuel supply
• Spare premises in the area
• Alternative manufacturing facilities
• Group support
• Temporary heating supplies
• Alternative water supplies

People
• Where within reason can you move them if necessary. How will you transport them? Can 

they work from home?
• Train others in key processes to minimise dependency– succession planning
• Retain contact details of key employees within and outside the organisation

Supply Chain
• Think alternatives and maintain their contact details
• Prequalify alternative suppliers where bottlenecks exist
• Review the resilience of suppliers
• Are you overly dependent on one customer – What if they can’t function?

So you will see that some of the recovery strategy will be focussed on what you do post event 
but others such as cross training staff or qualifying new suppliers would be pre event or 
preventative.

Note up to date contact lists together with roles and responsibilities are vital and common 
through all threads of the plan.

Plan testing and maintenance.
Now that you have the plan it must be reviewed and tested regularly or when significant 
changes occur and make sure you have access to it in the event of disruption. You will find 
that as you issue the first draft of the plan there will be a number of tasks that are already 
obvious. This would include taking measures to improve resilience for the gaps that you have 
identified in the threat assessment and BIA stages and keeping contact lists up to date. 
Management of change is key and the plan must be updated to reflect any significant changes 
in the underlying analysis. A change of supplier would be a good example or something new 
that presents an opportunity for improvement such as the availability of natural gas for heat 
where oil was the only obvious choice in the past. The use of software should be considered 
where there are several ongoing tasks that need to be checked. It can also be a useful way of 
showing evidence of the system in action.

What you do not want is a plan that is simply a manual that lies on the shelf or sits in 
an electronic folder rarely if ever visited except when the auditor visits. There must be 
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evidence that the plan is alive and working. When? was it last tested - contacts list updated- 
recommendations followed up, suppliers resilience checked etc. Auditors should not simply 
seek out the existence of a plan they must confirm that is relevant, tested and up to date. 
Exercises can be desktop or fully blown including exercises with the emergency services, much 
will depend on the scale and risk factors associated with the organisation.

Final Words
Plans and systems are bound to vary wildly but as long as they help the organisation to more
comfortably handle a rare or unexpected event they are invaluable. Fail to plan = Plan to fail.

Sample Case Study

Simple approach to BCM

The company:
− an SME of 8 staff with offices in a multi occupancy office block

- The incident:
− Part of the office building at the rear was undergoing renovation by contractors in 2008. 
Someone hit the wrong scaffold and the top three floors of one wing collapsed. Everyone was 
evacuated. All the critical services were under the collapsed building so the block remained 
closed for three weeks!

- The response:
− Some thinking had been done and a plan was in place. A grab bag with key contacts and
information was grabbed and allowed everyone to be contacted that needed to be. Staff were 
able to work from home on laptops. IT support had been outsourced and remote working was 
easy. Staff had undergone short one hour training sessions.

- Outcome:
− The only loss of productivity was on the day of the collapse itself − Customers were 
completely unaware

Sean Coleman

Sean@colemanrisk.ie

See article in broker magazine at

http://colemanrisk.ie/index.php/latest/news/33/plainly/speaking
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APPENDICES
Useful References

A. References

1. Most recent International standard on subject ISO 22301 Business Continuity Management
Systems.

2. Business Continuity Institute http://www.thebci.org/

3. Department of Environment Emergency planning webpage. Provides a wide range of information
on fire and natural hazard emergencies and preparedness
https://dbei.gov.ie/en/Publications/Publication/files/Forf%C3%A1s/Business-Continuity-Planning-in-
Severe-Weather.pdf

4. The Office of Emergency Planning has developed a website www.winterready.ie and a booklet “Be 
Winter-Ready (PDF format)” which outlines advice and information on a variety of topics concerning 
the Home, Clearing Snow, Water Shortages, Public Health and Safety, Flooding Advice, Road Safety, 
Schools, Farming, Business Sector and Contact Information.

5. Business Continuity Planning Checklist Responding to an Influenza Pandemic
http://www.djei.ie/publications/corporate/2007/flupanreportpart1.pdf

6. http://www.continuityforum.org/- was established to support and develop a range of resources for 
Continuity professionals within the business community.

7. Business Continuity and IT http://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/business-continuity-planning
8. ISO 22316:2017 Security and resilience - Organizational resilience - Principles and attributes.

B. Checklist for BCP Development

Before you start?

1. Is the organisation committed to the concept of resilience and managing disruption
related risk?

2. DO the folk that matter understand why BCM is necessary for the long term sustainability of the 
business?

If the answer is no to the above questions don’t give up the next section is where you need to
convince them of the need or the WHY?
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Getting Started

3. Understand the business. How does the business make its money and or serve its customers.

4. Explain the concept and the project to those who control or own the risks. Use examples which are 
relevant to your organisation whilst emphasising that the plan should address all scenarios whether 
envisaged or not.

Moving on

5. Develop BIA questionnaire to capture the critical functions, their dependencies and the disruption 
time tolerances before the organisation is seriously impacted.

6. Establish existing controls or workarounds.

7. Look for bottlenecks and vulnerabilities affecting the critical functions where contingencies or 
workarounds don’t exist or are inadequate. A threat or risk assessment is useful in determining 
priorities.

8. Develop action plan with risk owners to mitigate disruption potential. i.e solve the problem in 
advance- the preventative approach. This should work in parallel with the plan itself.

The Plan itself

9. Develop and draft the 3 main phases of the plan. Emergency/crisis and the consequent business 
recovery stages. The emergency phase should or may already be in place but it is vitally important 
that it links to crisis management. Emergency responders must be unambiguous about their roles and 
know when to escalate to the crisis management team.

10. Feedback the draft plan to the risk owners usually the managers of the business. It may be 
wise to run open workshops so that recovery strategies are agreed up front and in advance. There 
will always be competition for resources which are likely to be particularly limited post a serious 
disruption event.

11. Complete plan and communicate its intent to all concerned. The extent of training or provision of 
information will depend on the level of responsibility dictated in the plan but there is no doubt that 
practically everyone in the organisation has a role.

Keeping it alive and relevant

12. The first edition of a plan is just that and now it is the guiding light for the BCM system. As the 
business changes or new exposures come to light the plan will need to reflect this. This could be 
as simple as a new employee joining or someone leaving, a new customer or vendor etc. Up to date 
Contact lists are vital. Think of how technology has influenced and changed how we do business in 
recent years.

13. Testing and auditing are essential and can be probably carried out in tandem. Desktop exercises 
will usually suffice initially but in some cases a live test will be warranted. A bit like a smoke alarm if 
you don’t test it and check that the battery is functional how do know it will work when you need it.
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